Sophists versus Fascists: Pluralism and Purism in the language of Rome
To even a casual observer, the role of language in creating and expressing identity is
clear. Code switching, jargon as a token of in-group status, and adoption or rejection of
loanwords will be familiar to most if not all audiences (Irvine & Gal 2000, Bucholtz & Hall
2005). Evidence of these phenomena abounds in Greek and Roman sources, as does awareness
of and interest in them (Biville 2002, Adams 2003). Just as the modern era sees a range of
attitudes towards linguistic purism, ancient sources also take a variety of positions on the subject.
In recent history a preference for purism, especially the avoidance of words considered foreign,
often results from deliberate differentiation along ethnic or national lines, such as the excision of
Persian vocabulary from standard Hindi compared its spoken versions (Hock 1991). This
tendency often accompanies nationalist movements that aim to revive ancient models for the
identities they seek to promote.
This paper discusses how the Italian Fascist regime exemplifies self-consciously
antiquarian political rhetoric and how Italian language policies of the 1920s and 1930s, aimed at
flattening the country’s linguistic variety into a standard version of Italian, were intended to
reinforce such rhetoric with the support of public intellectuals (Cicognani 1938, Monelli 1943,
Lepschy & Lepschy 1978). In the Roman world, a comparable program of antiquarian revival
arose in the Augustan era, but among literate intellectuals, the so-called Second Sophistic of the
second century CE was clearly characterized by this backwards-looking tendency. (Swain 1996)
Some writers advanced strict antiquarian purism, such as Fronto in Latin and Phrynichus in
Greek (Fischer 1974, Champlin 1980), but as this paper demonstrates, they represented a
minority view. Even in the wide-ranging antiquarian miscellanies of Gellius and Athenaeus, the

linguistic exchange between Greek and Latin is often not only accepted but welcomed. (Braund
2000, Garcea & Lomanito 2004) Puritanical linguists are mocked by both authors for possessing
lack of expertise or imagination, and revival of the past need not supplant the present.
This paper argues that, while in the modern era the Fascist ideology of ancient Roman
identity regarded linguistic purity as a central pillar, the prevailing sentiment among the elite
ancient Romans, whose culture this ideology sought to emulate, was instead a pluralistic one. It
concludes that effectively countering nationalist rhetoric predicated upon the authority granted
uncritically to ancient cultural traditions requires a rigorous and intellectually honest engagement
with the ancient sources. An accurate assessment and transmission of Roman intellectual
attitudes towards language, this paper proposes, can play an integral role in exposing the inherent
falsehood of a Fascist agenda that lays superficial claim to Roman cultural heritage.
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